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in the Near-Earth

Plasma Sheet

During Substorm Growth Phase
V. A. SERGEEV,• P. TANSKANEN,2 K. MURSULA,2 A. KORTH,3 AND R. C. ELPHIC4
Magneticfield measurementsmadein the Earth' s tail regionduringthe growth phasesof substorms
on May 23, 1979,by GEeS 2 and ISEE 1, and on June23, 1979,by GEeS 2 and IMP-J, were usedto
model the magneticconfigurationin the location conjugateto the Scandinavianriometer network.
Toward the end of the growth phasethe time variation of the magneticconfigurationexplainsabout
80% of the equatorwardexpansionof the centralpart of the auroral oval. Assumingthe origin of the
observedequatorwardmoving band of energeticelectron precipitationinto the ionosphereto be
causedby pitch anglescatteringin the equatorialcurrent sheet,we inferred the half thicknessof the
current sheetat r = 9 Rœ as thin as 0.1 Rœ near the end of the growth phase.Combinedwith the
modeled evolution of the magnetic configuration,this mechanismconsistentlyexplains the main
features of the electron precipitation.

1.

allows one to estimate

INTRODUCTION

The increase of the tail current and the overall stretching
of the tail field lines together with the plasma sheet thinning
are the most spectacular signaturesof the substormgrowth
phaseseenin the magnetotail[Russelland McPherron, 1973;
Nishida and Fujii, 1976;Fairfield et al., 1981]. According to
the present view the half thickness(D) of the current sheet
belongs to the small number of critical parameters controlling where and when the substorm expansion phase is first
initiated [Schindler and Birn, 1982; Bl•chner and Zelenyi,
1987]. The direct estimate of this parameter requires a
favorable location of more than one spacecraft.Such a study
has appeared in the literature [McPherron et al., 1987],
where this parameter was found to decreasefrom about 5 R
to lessthan 1 RE at r = 13RE duringthe first 20 min of a very
strong growth phase.
Another way to characterize the variations of the current
sheet thickness

is to use the observed time variations

of the

intensity gradient of energetic protons. Buck et al. [1973]
employed this method to document the fast thinning of the
layer containingthe gyrocentersof energeticprotons at r
8 RE toward the end of the growth phase of a strong
substorm.Extremely small values of this layer (0.1 RE) just
before the expansiononset have been explained as a signature of a very thin current layer. These results together with
the findingsof Nishida and Fujii [ 1976]indicate that, indeed,
current sheet thickness may decrease drastically in the
nightsidepart of plasma sheet at around r = 8-10
Here we shall describe another approach using the combination of simultaneous measurements made in the magnetotail as well as from the ground. The magnetic measurements in the tail are used to map the field lines from the
magnetosphereto the ionosphere. On the other hand, the
registrationof precipitated energeticelectrons, used as tracers of conditions in the equatorial portion of field lines,
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the current

sheet thickness

in some

flux tubes. To verify this approach, we shall further compare
basic properties of the energetic particle precipitation inferred from our model calculations

with those known

from

observations.

2.

OBSERVATIONS

Two examples of substorms having relatively strong and
isolated effects during the growth phase are studied here.
Two spacecraftwere in both cases fortunately located for
comparison with observations from the ground network.
GEeS 2, which was used in both events, was stationed at
37øE in a geosynchronousorbit, with its nominal conjugate
point in northern Scandinavia.
The first event (see Figure 1) occurred on May 23, 1979,
and was initiated by a smooth increase in the southward
component of the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) after
1800 UT (data not shown). The monotonous decrease of the
vertical magneticfield componentwas observed at GEeS 2
and ISEE 1. Both spacecraftwere located in the premidnight
(22-23 MLT) sector. The increase of the tail-aligned field

component -Bx was seen at ISEE 1. During the growth
phase an equatorward moving cosmic noise absorption
(CNA) region was detectedby the riometers at the Kevo and
Ivalo stations. The expansion phase onset occurred at 2018
UT and was evidenced by the commencement of Pi 2
pulsations[Lester et al., 1983; Singer et al., 1983]. Unfortunately, the exact position of the current wedge could not be
determined because of the lack of suitable magnetometer
data. Concurrently, magnetic bays at mid-latitudes were
observed (data not shown), as well as poleward expanding

CNA andan increasingBz componentasregisteredby ISEE
1.

The secondsubstormevent (see Figure 2), which occurred
after 1930 UT on June 23, 1979, with an expansion phase
onset at 2101 UT, has been presented in the paper by
Tanskanen et al. [1987], who investigated the energy spectra, spatial pattern, and dynamics of the energetic electron
precipitation region monitored by balloons and riometers.
The riometer data and the GEeS 2 and IMP-J magnetic
recordingsare presentedin Figure 2. The IMP-J spacecraft
was located at that time in the southerntail lobe at r
In spite of the data gap the IMP-J measurementsindicate a
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Fig. 1. A summaryof observationsduring the growth phaseof a substormon May 23, 1979. The solid triangles
indicate the onset of the substormexpansionphaseat 2018 UT. (Bottom) The GSM coordinates(in RE) of the two
spacecraftfor a few positionsare given. (Top) The spacecraftconfigurationand the measuredexternal (dipole field
subtracted)magneticfield vectorsin the GSM x-z plane are shown.The narrow hatchedarea indicatesthe approximate
location of the current sheet. (Middle left) CNA amplitudesat the Finnish riometer chain are illustrated. (Bottom left)
The V, D and H componentsof the magneticfield (in nanoteslas)measuredby GEOS 2 are plotted. The dipole field
componentsare shown here and elsewhereby plus signs. (Middle right) The GSE componentsof the magneticfield
measuredby ISEE 1 are shown. (Bottom right) The GSM x and z componentsof the external magneticfield are also
illustrated. Circles give the values measuredby ISEE 1, and curves indicate the values calculated along the ISEE 1

trajectory
in twovariants
(Kp = 3 forlineT3 andKp = 5 for lineT5)of themagnetospheric
fieldmodelby Tsyganenko
[19871.

substantial

increase of the lobe field from 20 nT at 2000 UT

up to 25 nT at 2100 UT.
The spatial patterns of the energetic electron precipitations for the two casesin our study are illustrated in Figure
3. The corrected geomagneticcoordinates of the points at
110 km height above the balloons and riometers are given in
Table 1 together with the maximum CNA or auroral X ray
intensity magnitudes and the universal times of onsets and
peak precipitations. Typical examplesof the inferred instantaneous positions of peak precipitation regions are shown in
Figure 3. The solid lines connect a station (USH and S22 for
May 23 and June 23, respectively), at the time of its
maximum signal, with the expected position of the peak
CNA region along the Ivalo-Kevo meridian at the sametime.

Kevo meridian was estimated from a 18- to 20-min delay in
the appearence of peak absorption over Kevo and Ivalo.
It is important to emphasize the similarity of the two
growth phase events. They occurred in nearly the same
MLT sectorjust prior to local midnight. They had comparable durations (1.5-2 hours) and similar intensities in the
ground magnetic effects. In both cases the A U and AL
indices reached a magnitude of 200-250 nT just before the

expansiononset and the hourly averagedD st values were
-18 and -17 nT for the May 23 and June 23 events,
respectively. The dynamical pressures of the solar wind
[King, 1986] were also comparable. In both cases,no significant CNA

effects were found over the extensive

riometer

network during the initial part of the growth phase, whereas
Then they are continuedto the west usingthe peak absorp- the development of the CNA patterns toward the end of the
tion time of the Leirvogour station. The apparent equator- growth phasewas almost identical, though it appearsto have
warddrift speedof about0.06o-0.07
ø min-] at the Ivalo- moved further equatorward in the June 23 event (compare
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Fig. 2. A summaryof observationsduringthe growthphaseof a
substorm on June 23, 1979. The solid triangle indicates the onset of
substorm expansion phase at 2101 UT. (Top) CNA amplitudes
recorded by the Finnish riometers, (middle) the H componentof the
magnetic field measured by GEOS 2, and (bottom) the total magnetic field in the southernlobe measuredby IMP-J at GSM x, y, z =
[- 26, -9, - 17] Rœ are illustrated.
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Fig. 3. The instantaneousconfigurationof the peak CNA region
during the growth phases of the two substorms. Circles and rectangles standfor riometer and balloon positions, respectively. For each
station the time and magnitude of the maximum signal (in decibels)
are given, if observed (see also Table 1). The solid curves indicate
the observed peak CNA fronts at the time of maximum signal at
USH and S22, respectively. The dashed curves stand for calculated
contoursof the isotropicboundary for G = 800 nT km at later times.

precipitation of radiation belt particles that is isotropic over
the loss cone is seen in the outer portion of the radiation belt
outside some boundary (here called the isotropic boundary,
IB); (2) IB is rather sharp, its thicknessonly a few tenths of
a degree of invariant latitude; (3) the instantaneous IB
Figures 1 and 2). The maximumCNA amplitudeover Ivalo positiondependson the particle rigidity G (G = mV/e; V is
was reached in both events about 15 min before the expan- the total velocity of the particle) and is displacedtoward the
sion (see Table 1). Moreover, when the equatorward drifting equator (earthward in the magnetotail) for particles of higher
CNA band was at the same latitude, the magnetic field rigidity.
The results by Lundblad et al. [1979] and by Rossberg
observed at GEOS 2 was practically the same. When the
CNA peak was over Kevo, the H component at GEOS 2 had [1976] show that for energetic protons and for 40-keV
the values of 74 nT and 76 nT for May 23 and June 23, electrons there is an equatorward displacement of IB during
respectively. When it was over Ivalo, the readings were 67 the growth phase of a substorm.In this schemethe intensity
nT and 65 nT for May 23 and June 23, respectively. This and dynamics of the energeticparticle precipitation depend
implies close similarity in instantaneousmagneticconfigura- mainly on the IB position within the radiation belt. The
tions and energetic particle distributions in the near-Earth simultaneousoperation of some accelerationis not required,
tail region at these particular times, as well as a very similar althoughit can not be excluded. According to this picture the
IB position for energeticelectronscorrespondsto the region
evolution of these patterns in time.
of their maximum precipitation. Thus it may be established
at times when the intensity of the precipitation (monitored
3.
SIGNATURES OF THE ENERGETIC
by X ray intensity or by CNA amplitude) reaches a maxiELECTRON PRECIPITATION
mum over a particular stationduringthe equatorwarddrift of
Using the energetic particle precipitation to probe the the precipitation region. According to the "calibration" of
magnetic field configurationin the nightsidemagnetosphere CNA by the concurrent measurements of electrons of difis based on the typical meridional distributionsof trapped ferent energies, the maximum effect on CNA is expected
and precipitatingparticlesshownin Figure 4. This schematic from 30- to 150-keV electrons [Collis and Korth, 1985]. The
presentation shows the results of extensive measurements correspondingthreshold rigidities are 600 and 1400 nT km,
made on board low-altitude spacecraft[Fritz, 1970;Imhof et respectively.
al., 1979; Lundblad et al., 1979]. Its main elements are
The pattern of Figure 4 and the regular rigidity depenindependent of the particular substorm phase or activity dence of IB position are naturally explained by the precipilevel and can be summarized as follows: (1) the largest tation originating from weak nonadiabatic effects (pitch
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TABLE

1. Corrected Geomagnetic Coordinates Calculated for Points in the Ionosphere at 110 km Altitude Above the Riometers and
Balloons During Growth Phasesof Substormson May 23, 1979, and June 23, 1979
May 23, 1979

Station or
Balloon

Abbreviation

Corrected

Corrected

Geomagnetic
Latitude,
deg

Geomagnetic
Onset
Longitude, Time,
deg
UT

KA0622
Dixon

K22
DIX

69.7
67.75

87.7
155.7

Andoya

AND

66.31

102.6

Kevo

KEV

66.00

111.2

Leirvogour

LEI

66.00

S00622
Ivalo

S22
IVA

65.64
64.83

93.1
110.5

Ugorskiy Shar
Sodankylfi*

USH
SOD

64.48
63.73

137.7
108.9

S00623'

S23

63.44

109.5

69.5

Maximum
Precipitation
Time, UT

June 23, 1979
Maximum

Maximum
CNA, dB

Onset
Time,
UT

2023
2027
2040

1.7
1.0
0.5

2036

intense Xray peak

1942

2012

0.8

2022
2010
2025

1940

2000

1.7

dB

2000

0.9

1.7

Maximum CNA,

1950

1945

2003

tation

Time, UT

1945

1920

1945

Precipi-

2020
2045

2047
2040-2050

weak X ray peak

1.4
1.2

2055

The onset and maximum precipitation times and the maximum CNA magnitudesare also shown. The peak intensity of auroral X rays of
energy in excess of 25 keV, as observed by the balloon S22 on June 23, 1979, was about 20 times the background [Tanskanen et al., 1987].
No CNAs were observed either on May 23, 1979, or on June 23, 1979, for Dixon.
*For May 23, 1979, no CNA was observeduntil the expansiononset. For June 23, 1979, CNA was observedgrowing up to the expansion
onset.

angle diffusion) occurring in the equatorial current sheet.
These effects have been extensively studiedtoday [Gray and
Lee, 1982], particularly with applicationsto particlesmirroring near the ionosphere [Sergeev et al., 1983; Sergeev and
Malkov, 1988]. According to the latter resultsthe IB position
in the ionosphereis expectedon thoseflux tubeswhich meet
the following condition in the central plane of the equatorial
current

sheet:

Kc=
Rc/p
= B Oz
/!

l•j J

Jx --

JllI

2

P 150 key

0

for the given range of rigidities (of the order of 1000 nT km).
This mechanismwas shown by West et al. [1978], Sergeev et
al. [1983], and Sergeevand Malkov [1988]to explain the real
IB positionfor particles of different rigidities.
From (1) it is found that during the growth phase, the
expected decrease of the current layer thickness and the

observeddecreaseof Bz in the near-tailregionwill movethe
IB position inside the radiation belt. As the field lines are
stretched,the latitude of the ionosphericprojection of a fixed
point in the magnetospheredecreases.Both effectsgive rise
to the equatorward drift of the precipitation region. According to the discussion given above, we may interpret the
maximum amplitude of CNA (or X ray) amplitude as a
signature of IB position of energetic electrons over the
riometer (or balloon). This implies that (1) is satisfiedat that
time in the correspondingflux tube close to the equator. The
application of this method to evaluate the variable parameters of the current sheet obviously requires additional information about magnetic field line configuration outside the
current sheet at this particular moment.

(1)

All the field components here refer to a local coordinate
system where z is perpendicular to the current sheet, x is
determinedby the magneticfield outside (above) the current

(C/S)

sheet, and y completes the system. Rc is the field line

curvatureradiusat the equator,andp -- G/Bz. Kc is about8
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4.

MODELING

THE MAGNETIC

CONFIGURATION

An accurate model of the whole nightside magnetosphere
at any particular time would require many simultaneous
measurementsof fields and currents in space. However, our
task is simpler, since the field model and, accordingly,
measurements are needed only in a limited region: within
10-12 Re distancein the narrow MLT sector, conjugateto
northern Scandinavia. On May 23, 1979, the spacecraft
configuration was favorable for such measurements (Figure
1). ISEE 1 was about3 Re belowthe expectedpositionof the
center of the current

sheet and could be used to monitor

the

fluxesof precipitated
(JII,in thecenterof thelosscone)andtrapped integral intensity of the current in the near-Earth tail. At the
(Jñ, outsidethe losscone) energeticprotons(p) and electrons(e) in
the nightsidemagnetosphere.The relationshipbetween the invariant sametime a smoothinterpolationof the external Bz field
latitude A and the equatorial x values correspondsapproximately to
the epoch at 2010 UT on May 23, 1979.

values, measuredby GEOS 2 and ISEE 1, will yield the field
line inclination in the region of interest.
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XlN

.2DM
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distance from the Earth. These radial profiles of linear

181RE
•,2D

currentdensity
jKp(x) havebeendetermined
inT87fora few
groups of activity levels (parametrized by Kp index). They
are retainedin our approach.However, by multiplyingBr in
(2) by an arbitrary factor f, we allow for the change of the

z•SM,R
E

total tail current.

The
5

•

main

modifications

of the T87

model

in our case

concern the geometry of the plasma sheet current in the
near-tail region. First, we introduce the inhomogeneous
thinning of the sheet current (see Figure 5) in the form

GEOS-•,.,•.
/

D(x) = 0.5 ß (D + DM + (D - DM) ß cos [2•r ß (x/18 + 1)])

model calculations.

The position of the (first) minimum half thickness(DM) was
fixed at x -- -9 Re. The half thicknesssmoothlyincreasesto
its maximumvalueD at x = - 18Re and remainsconstantat
larger distances.The pattern of this inhomogeneousthinning

As a basis for our modeling we use the magnetic field
presentationemployed by Tsyganenko[1987], hereafter re-

was chosenfollowing the results of Nishida and Fujii [1976].
The second modification concerns the geometry of the
"neutral sheet" (center plane of the current sheet near
midnight). Taking into account that the neutral sheet

Fig. 5. (Top) Configuration of the current sheet thicknessand
(bottom) the geometry of the curved current sheet plane used in

ferred

to as the T87

model.

The

sources of the external

(dipole field subtracted)field AB are presentedhere in the
following form:

AB(r) = BDCF+ BDR(DR, Po)

+ fBr(JKt'(x),XN, D, DM)

(2)

smoothlyjoins the magneticequatorat r _<4 R e [Fairfield et
al., 1987] and that the height of the neutral sheet from the

equatorialplaneat x -< -10 Re is about7.5 Re * sinß [West
et al., 1978], where xI, is the angle of dipole tilt to the Sun,
then for the particular time at 2010 UT on May 23, 1979, we
have approximated the neutral sheet surface at x -> -11.74
Re as one half of the parabola:

The effects of the currents at the dayside magnetopause
z = 3.4- 0.0247(x+ 11.74)2
(DCF) plus all other effects not included in the ring current
(DR) and tail current (T) contributions,were representedby which smoothly merges into the plane current sheet at
polynomial expansionsand have been determined from the further distance(see Figure 5). In this geometry, GEOS 2 is
extensive experimentaldata set in T87. They are retained in located close to the neutral sheet surface, in agreement with
the term BDCF. The two parameters describingthe DR magnetic observations.The inner edge position (XN) of the
contributionare the radiusof DR current(P0) and the ring current sheet is one more parameter to be determined.
current field intensity (DR), which was adjusted to the
This model was adopted as a numerical algorithm to
conditionsof that day. Using the Dst value of - 18 nT plusa calculate the magnetic field at an arbitrary point using the
correction for the solar wind dynamic pressurein the form free parameters,f, XN, D, and DM. Different profiles of tail

DR/nT = Dst/nT- O.024V(n)
1/2,wheren (cm-3) andV currentdensityJKP(x)of theT87 modelwereapplied,and
(kilometers per second) are the solar wind density and
velocity, respectively, we estimate that DR • -40 nT.
The tail currentsin T87 are the plasma sheet current plus
its closure currents at the magnetopause.The sheet current
has been representedas a superpositionof finite size current
filamentshaving an intensity decreasingmonotonouslywith

the ring current term DR was varied from -35 to -45 nT. A
set of field modelswas identified giving a fit within 1-2 nT of

the observedvaluesof Bz at both spacecraftand of Bx at
ISEE 1. A few representative variants are given in Table 2.
It is to be noted that no attempt was made to reproduce
accuratelythe Bx componentat GEOS 2, since in a chosen

TABLE 2. The GSM Componentsof the External (Dipole Field Subtracted)Magnetic Field During the Growth Phase of the Substorm
on May 23, 1979, Measured by GEOS 2 and ISEE 1 Spacecraftand Calculatedfor a Few Best Fits of the TsyganenkoModel
Correspondingto Different DM Values
GEOS

Time,UT
2010

1945

1830

Bx
-12.

By

2

ISEE

Bz

Bx

1

Model*

By

Bz

Kp

f

XN

DR

D

DM

+8.

-41.67

-39.0

7.2

-16.07

-8.7

- 1.4

-42.2

-39.5

0.1

- 17.0

3

1.7

-2.8

-45.

1.

0.1

-8.6
-8.4
-8.8
-8.
0.4

-1.4
- 1.4
- 1.4
+7.
-2.1

-41.7
-40.8
-39.5
-33.6?
-35.4

-39.4
-39.2
-39.4
-32.5?
-32.9

0.1
0.1
0.1
4.6
-0.5

-17.0
- 17.0
- 17.7
- 13.2
-11.5

3
3
3

1.7
1.7
1.75

-2.8
-2.8
-2.8

-45.
-45.
-45.

1.
1.
1.

0.2
0.4
1.

3

1.5

-2.4

-35.

1.

0.1

-2.

+9.

-23?

- 18.3•'

3.0

-6.8?

-4.2

-24.3

- 17.1

3

1.0

-3.7

-40.

2.07

2.0

1.6

-0.4

-7.2

*No entry means that the magneticfield values in the same line are measured,not modeled values.
?Measuredvalues of the magneticfield that were fitted by the model calculations.
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and equatorialpositionsof flux tubesat 110ø CG longitude
magneticmeridianand(fight)betweenlatitudeandcriticalIB rigiditiesfor a few representative
magneticfieldmodels
given in Table 2.

fixed neutral sheet geometry with a thin current, this component is very sensitiveto small variations in spacecraft
position relative to the neutral sheet. Nevertheless, the
correspondencebetween the calculatedand the measured
values is fairly good. Further, there are systematicdiscrep-

energetic electron precipitation data is seen to be very
sensitiveto the current sheetthickness.This is so, provided
our interpretationof the originof the precipitationis correct.
Let us now briefly discussthe various sourcesof possible
errors for the above estimates.

anciesbetween
theByvaluesof themodelandthoseof the Errors in the Mapping
observations. These can be attributed to the effects of
From numericalexperimentswith the model, changesof
field-alignedcurrents. These discrepanciesdo not significantly influence our results, since they only affect the 0.20-0.3øCG latitudefor ionosphericprojectionswere found,
longitudeof the ionosphericprojectionbut not the latitude as well as a displacementof lessthan 1 Re for the magnetowhich is of main interest in the current study. When applying sphericprojectionsof fixed ionosphericpoints,whenchang-

different
jKp profilesof T87, we founda reasonable
agree- ingBz by 2 nT insidea regionof 6-10Re. Sinceourfitsto the
ment between the model and the observationsonly for Kp =
3. Note alsothe low sensitivityof the modeledmagneticfield

observations are within 1 nT (Table 2), these errors seem

insignificant.

As was pointed out earlier, systematicdifferencesbeat the spacecraftpositionsto the minimum current sheet
thickness(DM), documentedby the various fits in Table 2. tween the observedand the modeledvaluesof By are
5.

ESTIMATE

OF THE CURRENT SHEET THICKNESS

AND EVOLUTION OF THE MAGNETIC CONFIGURATION
DURING GROWTH PHASE

Let us first consider the situation at 2010 UT on May 23,

1979, i.e., 8 min before the expansiononsetand 7 min after
the maximum

CNA values at Ivalo. For all selected models

evident,because
effectscausedby By werenotincluded
in
themodeling.
However,offsetsin By of theorderof 10nT
will result in a longitudinal displacementof only a few
degreesfor the calculatedionosphericprojection.As a result
of the very small slope of the precipitationregion with
respectto the linesof constantCG latitude(only 0.350-0.45ø
of CG latitudeper 15ø of CG longitude;see Figure 3), this
will not significantlyaffect the results.

we calculatedthe configurationof magneticfield lines anchored in the ionospherealong the 110ø correctedgeomagErrors Due to the Finite Size of the Antenna
netic (CG) longitudemagneticmeridian (see Figure 6). The
results of our calculations

indicate that the latitudes of the

Cone of Riometers

If the precipitationregion does not completelyfill the
ionosphericprojectionsof fixedmagnetospheric
pointsagree
to within 0.2øCG latitude. The projectionof the ionospheric riometer antenna pattern, the CNA amplitude is reduced
point above Ivalo to the current sheetfalls at r = (9.0 +--0.5) considerably.When, for example,only onehalf of a riometer
Re in all cases. On the other hand, the corresponding antenna pattern is "filled" with maximum cosmic noise
latitude versus rigidity profiles, as calculatedfrom (1), are absorption,the registeredCNA value is only 3 dB. For this
very dependenton the currentsheetthickness.From Figure reason the maximum CNA amplitudesare expected when,
6 it can also be seen that if the IB position of 30-keV during its equatorwardmotion, the sharp IB reachesthe
electronsis to be projected to (or southwardof) Ivalo, the southern limit of the antenna cone rather than the zenith of
current sheet thickness is not more than 0.1 Re. The the station. The cone half width of a Finnish riometer is
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about 0.3 ø CG latitude along the meridian [Ranta and Ranta,
1978], so the real IB position at the meridian may be 0.3ø
lower than the one used in the comparison. The very
accuratedeterminationof IB position, however, requiresthe
knowledge of the real IB thicknesswhich may be of the same
magnitude. Furthermore, this effect can only reduce the DM
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values.

Errors

Due to Inaccurate

Model
67'N

of the External Field Close
to the Current

Sheet
20.10 UT

The real current distribution may be more complicated
than the one used in the model. Thus the real field inclination

and the equatorial distancefrom fixed ionosphericfield lines
may differ from our results. The most serious case is that in

which the true Bz componentcloseto the current sheetis
depressed relative to its model value, interpolated from
GEOS 2 and ISEE 1 observations. According to (1) this may
move the equatorial IB position outward of the modeled
region (10-12 Re) and seriously affect our estimates. The
recent results from a statistical survey of the magnetic field
out to 8.8 R e [Fairfield et al., 1987] allow for a twofold
evaluationof the situation.First, within 0.5 Re of the current

0

-5

-10

X,RE

Fig. 7. Magnetic field configurationsin the midnight meridional
plane at the beginningand at the end of the growth phase of the May
23, 1979, substorm.

Figure 6 that the change in the CNA meridional position
between 1945 and 2010 UT is mainly (up to 80%) due to the
change in magnetic configuration.
According to the T87 model the average equatorial IB
lower limit for Bz at r = 9 Re duringthe growthphasefor
position
for 40-keV electrons at the onset of the substorm
both of the studiedcases.In our model the Bz valuesare
growth
phase
(1830 UT) is at r = 18 R e and about 69ø CG
onlyslightlyhigher(Bz = 15nT) in the corresponding
region.
From simple geometrical argumentsit seemsclear that when latitude in the midnight sector. This position is just outside
replacingBz = 15 nT by Bz = 10 nT, while keepingBx = 40 the outer boundary of the pseudotrappingregion, calculated
nT fixed, the change of field inclination is not large and will from the model as the outer drift shell of particles mirroring
not significantly distort the field line. Assuming the half near the ionosphere. According to the discussionsof $erthicknessof the regionwhereBz is depressed
with respectto geev and Tsyganenko [1982] this region cannot contain
the model adjustedvalues to be about 1 R e, the upper limit measurablefluxes of energetic electrons in quiet conditions.
of the outward displacementof the field line at the equator For the same reason we do not expect to see any measurable
will be 1.5 Re. Note that the real field was measuredby CNA at stationslike Dixon, which was located slightly to the
ISEE 1 to be only 3 Re below the current sheetat a similar southof the estimatedionosphericprojection of the IB at the
beginning of the growth phase but showed no measurable
radial distance. If the current sheet is thicker than a few
tenths of Re, the effects are reduced. On the other hand, effects until the expansion phase (Table 1).
decreasingB z will changethe estimatedD values. Scalingin

sheetcenterat r = 8.5-8.8 Re the real Bz valuesrangefrom

11 to 27 nT, with very few 1-min resolution points below 10
nT during 48 hours of observations. We take 10 nT to be the

6.

(1) as

Dma
x = Dobs(BøbS/Rmi%
2
Z

'•Z

•

andsubstituting
Røbs= 15nT andB •nin= 10nTwillyield
Dmax = 2Dobs = 0.2 R e.
These exercises
the current

indicate

sheet thickness

that the calculated

estimates

of

are accurate to within a factor of

2 and that the equatorial position of the isotropic boundary
of 40-keV electrons at the end of the growth phase is inside

a distance of 10 Re. The field line configurationsat the
beginningand end of the growth phase on May 23 are drawn
in Figure 7. The ionospheric projection of the GEOS 2
spacecraft was all the time to the south Sodankylfi, well to
the south of the CNA

band.

During the growth phaseof the substorm on May 23, 1979,
at the time of the CNA maximum at Kevo (1945 UT), the
best fit between spacecraft and ground-basedobservations
was found forJDM = 0.1 R e. The correspondingequatorial
IB position, projected from the ionosphericpoint over Kevo,
was at r = 9.8 Re (see Table 2 and Figure 6). Note from

DISCUSSION

This study presents to our knowledge the first attempt to
model quantitatively the evolution of the magnetic tail during
the growth phase of an individual substorm.The model uses
a realistic presentation for the tail current, taking into
account the curved form and the inhomogeneousthinning of
the current sheet in the near-Earth region. The model
parameters are adjusted to reproduce the magnetic field
observed by two spacecraftin the near-tail region. Since the
measurements and results concern a small region of the
magnetosphere covered by observations at a distance of
6-10 Re within 2200-2300 MLT, caution is necessarywhen
expanding the results to cover the whole tail. Nishida and
Nagayama [1973] have reported that the tail lobe field rarely
increasesby more than 30% during the growth phase, in
agreementwith the IMP-J data given in Table 2. In our event
of May 23 the estimated increase is 70%. The discrepancy
may be regardedas an indication of a strongerincreasein the
near-Earth

domain

of the tail current.

The only quantitative indication of a very intense thinning
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comes from observations of a fast-thinning wave which
flattens the gyrocenters of energetic ions into a layer which

a large-scaleelectricfield. However, this acceleration_pro-

model based on in situ measurements

sheet. Hence these two alternative interpretations clearly
disagreewith the available experimental information.
Further evidence in favor of the mechanism of energetic
electronprecipitationthat was usedcomesfrom its ability to
providea consistentexplanationto the main known morphological features of this precipitation, to be discussedbelow.

vides the precipitationonly near the loss cone boundaryand
is about0.1 Re thick [Bucket al., 1973].These observations thus cannot explain the isotropic distributionsof the precipitated particlesdocumentedby Rossberg [ 1976].The second
have been made at the end of an intensegrowth phaseat r •
8 Re and within 1 Re of the estimatedpositionof the neutral hypothesisconnectsthe precipitationband in an unspecified
sheet. The total magnetic tail field was in excessof 60 nT. An way to the inner edge of the plasma sheet or the injection
energetic electron precipitation peak was detected by bal- boundary [Tanskanen et al., 1987]. Referring to the close
loon X ray measurementsof 65øCG latitude. The isotropiza- similarity between the two growth phase cases (May 23,
tion of the pitch angle distribution of energetic electrons 1979, and June 23, 1979) and to the appearanceof the inner
without any accompanyingincrease in wave activity was edge of the plasma sheet in the proximity of GEeS 2 at the
documented at eGe 5 and reported by West et al. [1973]. end of the growth phaseon June23, 1979 [Tanskanenet al.,
Unfortunately, the equatorial distanceto the innermostflux 1987], we note that the GEeS 2 ionospheric projection falls
tube containingisotropic electrons (IB) cannot be estimated 0.3øCG latitude below the corrected geomagneticlatitude of
in this case. The mechanism of the current sheet scattering Sodankylfi, where no significantCNA is yet seen. Thus the
of energeticelectronswas first invoked on the basis of these projections in our model, which are not sensitive to the
observations, which agree in all main features with our particularchoiceof the current sheetthickness,indicatethat
results.
the maximum energetic electron precipitation originatesin
Important supportto this particle-scatteringmechanismis the flux tubes located at the equator, a few RE tailward of
presentedby West et al. [ 1978]. By applyinga magneticfield GEeS 2 and thus tailward of the inner edge of the plasma
on board the eGe

5

spacecraft, they were able to compare the calculated and
observed position of an isotropic boundary and found an
excellent agreement between them. Although their results
correspond to low-activity periods without strong substorms,in one case(August2, 1968)they found the I-RE half
thicknessfor the current sheetand the 11-Re distancefor IB
of 80-keV electrons at the equator.
Takahashi et al. [1978] have reported on observations
made by Active MagnetosphereParticle Tracer Explorers/
CCE of a disruptionof the magnetotailat a radial distanceof
about8 RE in the midnightsectorat the onsetof a substorm.
This may have resulted from a near-Earth thinning of the
current sheet and the formation of a neutral line. They also
showedevidence for what could be interpreted as the motion
of this region. Unfortunately, their observations from only
one spacecraftdid not allow for an estimationof the current
sheet thickness.

Indirect evidence of a strong thinning of the near-Earth

current sheet is also provided by the observationsof complete energetic particle dropouts, which are typical for a
growth phaseat r = 6-8 R E [Feynman et al., 1984]. They
have also been observed at those geosynchronoussatellites,

for example, ATS 6, which are about 1 Re above (or below)
the geomagneticequator. An important distinctionbetween
the energeticparticle dropouts, apparentlyproducedby the
current sheet thinning, and the plasma sheet thinning is that
the auroral (keV) plasmaoccupiesspatiallya more extended
region [Feynman et al., 1984]. A good illustration of this
statement is seen in the ISEE 1 data for the event on May 23,

1979.The very strongincreasein the Bx componenton board
ISEE 1 (Figure 1) gives an impressionthat ISEE 1 was well
outsidethe current sheet. At the sametime the 6-key proton
flux measuredby ISEE 1 (not shownhere) did not fall below

106 (keV cm2 s sr)-1, i.e., the spacecraft
stayedwithinthe
plasma sheet during the whole period.
Strong evidence has been given here in support of the
inferred thin current sheet configuration as well as of the
particle-scattering mechanism. At the same time, other
alternative explanations to the observed precipitation pattern

have

been

discussed

in the literature.

The

first one

[Tanskanen et al., 1987, and references therein] includes the

accelerationof energeticelectronsor their precipitationinto
the ionospherethrougha Fermilike accelerationprocessby

Configuration and Width of the Precipitation
Region

A typical convexlike form of CNA region, well documented by Ranta et al. [1981], Tanskanenet al. [1987], and
Figure 3, is naturally explained by the model. Some quantitative differences

between

the inclination

of this curve and

the experimentallines may be prescribedto the azimuthal
inhomogeneity of the thinning process which cannot be
modeledproperly using the available data set.
According to the discussionby Sergeev and Tsyganenko
[1982] the outer boundary of the radiation belt during a quiet
period is expected at 12-15 Re. This is due to large drift
losses of energetic particles outside this region. Together
with the positionof the isotropicboundary at 9-10 Re this
explains the lø-2ø CG latitude meridional width of the
precipitation belt (see Figure 4), well documentedby our
study and previous studies.
Intensity Variations

Accordingto Ranta et al. [1981], Tanskanenet al. [1987],
and data in Figures 1 and 2 and Table 1, the intensityof CNA
in the center of an equatorward moving CNA band displays
an evident increase during the growth phase. The inward IB
motion toward flux tubes containinghigher particle fluxes
offers a natural explanation to this feature.
Drift Speed

The drift speeds of CNA bands in Figures 1-3 are very
typical [Ranta et al., 1981]. The model presentedconclusively shows that the temporal evolution of the magnetic
field during the growth phase is the main cause for the
observedequatorward motion of the precipitation region. It
is importantto note that approximately80% (1oCG latitude)
of the meridional displacementfrom Kevo to Ivalo between
1945 and 2003 UT on May 23, 1979, is due to the tailward
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stretching of the field lines while the remaining 20% (0.1ø0.3 ø CG latitude) is due to the earthward motion of the

It was estimated that about 80% of this equatorward expansion is due to the time variation of the magnetic configura-

sourceregion (from 9.8 to 9.2 Re at the equator; see Figure

tion.

6).

By interpreting the observed precipitation of energetic
electrons in terms of particle pitch angle diffusion in the
equatorial current sheet, we were able to estimate the
Variations of the Energy Spectrum
current sheet half thickness at the end of the growth phase.
A hard auroral X ray spectrumat the beginningof an event This half thicknesshas to be very small, about 0.1 Re at r •
as recorded by balloons, followed by the steadily softening 9 R e, in order explain the energeticelectronprecipitationby
spectrum during the maximum stage and at the end of the the proposed mechanism. It is suggestedthat the flattened
precipitation event [Tanskanen et al., 1987], can be ex- current sheetat r • 10Re is embeddedwithin a broad (a few
plained by the rigidity dependence of the IB position. Re) plasma sheet.
According to Figure 6 the region between isotropic boundaries of 30-keV and 150-keV electrons, i.e., the region of
Acknowledgments. The ISEE 1 data pool tapes and magnetic
hard precipitation, is expected to have a 0.3o-0.4ø CG data of IMP-J spacecraft have been provided through WDC-A (R
latitude width along the meridian. With the estimated aver- and S) by courtesyof J. I. Vette. We are grateful to H. Ranta and A.

ageCNA driftspeed(0.06o-0.07
ømin-•) thetransition
time

between hard and soft precipitation in the beginningof the
bay is expected to be 5-8 min, which is close to the duration
of this phase observed on June 23, 1979.
Another significant spectral variation, the progressive
hardeningof the energy spectra in the course of the growth
phase [Tanskanenet al., 1987], reflects the softeningof the
energy spectrumof energeticelectronswhen moving toward
the outer edge of the radiation belt [McDiarmid and Hruska,
1972]. The obvious reason for such a spectralvariation of the
radiation

belt electrons

is the faster

drift cone loss of the

more energetic particles in the pseudotrapping region [Sergeev and Tsyganenko, 1982].
Thus the good ability of the IB model to explain all the
main morphologicalfeatures of the energetic electron precipitation during the growth phase strongly supports the
interpretation and gives more confidence to using these
precipitated particles as tracers of the configurationof the
equatorial current sheet.
In the following discussionan evaluation is presented of
the theoreticalpredictionsby Biichner and Zelenyi [ 1987]on
the time and location of the explosive growth of the tearing
mode instability, corresponding, in their picture, to the
transition from the substormgrowth to the expansionphase.
Their mechanism requires chaotization of the motion of

thermal electronsin the current sheet with small Bz or
possiblywith a very small thickness.According to Biichner
and Zelenyi [1987], using a lobe field value of 40 nT, a
current sheet half thickness of 0.1 Re, and an electron
temperatureof 1 keV, the thresholdvalue for the instability
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